PRAGATI EXERCISE

102 . Dr. VINAY P. SAHASRABUDDHE:

Will the PRIME MINISTER be pleased to state:

(a) how many times the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) has conducted Pro-active Governance and Timely Implementation (PRAGATI) exercise during the last two years so far;
(b) what are the stated objectives of this exercise and to what extent these have been fulfilled;
and
(c) the details of States and UTs consistently lagging in compliance of decisions taken/orders issued or promises given by them in this exercise?

ANSWER

Minister of State in the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions and
Minister of State in the Prime Minister’s Office
(DR. JITENDRA SINGH)

(a) Sixteen PRAGATI meetings have been held since inception of PRAGATI meeting from 25.03.2015 till 31.12.2016.

(b) PRAGATI aims at Pro-Active Governance and Timely implementation. The meeting provides a robust platform for clear understanding of the bottlenecks and issues involved in such projects/programme and for evolving measures for taking them ahead. Through such review meetings, various projects, public grievances, and programmes and schemes are discussed in detail and measures for fast tracking the same are evolved and implemented.

(c) The monitoring is project and programme specific, not state specific.
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